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I am enthusiastic about the possibility to serve on the UFC. I have seen and greatly appreciated the important work that the UFC does, thoughtfully raising pressing concerns to faculty and administrators on matters including academics, campus-climate, and scholarship, and striving to find solutions that foster an inclusive, safe, and intellectually-vibrant campus. As a Cornell faculty member, I have enjoyed contributing to the university and the discipline in research- and teaching-centered, as well as graduate-,
undergraduate-, postdoc-, and faculty-focused, ways. While biology is my scholarly passion, it is so in the context of the much broader intellectual landscape that is represented at Cornell. Among the things that I find particularly special at Cornell are the collegiality and caring, and the collaborative and interdisciplinary thought that pervade our university’s top-level scholarship and academics. I would like these unique features to remain nurtured in the face of pressures that affect our university, colleges, departments, scholarship, colleagues, and students. I am eager to work with UFC members and will do my best to bring to the UFC the perspectives I’ve experienced and encountered as a faculty member and faculty-elected trustee. At the personal level, I have always enjoyed working with colleagues outside, as well as in, my discipline. I find it valuable (and enjoyable) as we combine different perspectives and knowledge to help Cornell be and remain the best possible University for its faculty, students and staff.